Questback establishes in London as next step in
European expansion
Oslo, 2021-11-04

As a leading software company in the Nordics for experience
management Questback is now establishing a local presence in the
UK. The aim is to quickly take a leading position in the British
market. Aniket Athalye, who has been headhunted to lead the
development, sees enormous potential in both the market and the
product.
– All companies will need an insight solution in the future and the Covid-19
crisis has just reinforced that need as many companies choose to work by a
hybrid model when they return to the offices. When coworkers are spread out
it requires new ways of creating engagement and communicating, says Aniket
Athalye, Head of New Sales UK & IE.
Today companies are aware of the increase in expectations from customer and
employees, and the benefits of listening to them in order to deliver great
experiences. There is however a gap between collecting data and generating
insights.
– Many companies are using surveys without acting upon the insights. Creating
survey after survey without a clear goal doesn’t lead you anywhere, but it
creates room for businesses like Questback. We do things differently from
other companies in the industry, our focus is insights and not data. It is not
about generating more numbers without understanding what you can do with
the information, says Aniket Athalye.
Questback’s European expansion is driven by local presence, and being able to
find and recruit local top talent has been a priority.

– The UK is a key market in our European expansion and being able to recruit
talent such as Aniket to our team shows to the strength of the Questback
offering as a product as well as an employer, says Christian Egger, VP New
Acquisition
– During my career I haven’t come across any company that has existed for so
long and still acts as quickly as a Start-up. Questback has the possibilities that
come with a start-up but the same infrastructure and processes in place as a
mature company. In addition, the focus is very clear, i.e. the customer, says
Aniket Athalye, Head of New Sales UK & IE.
With an already strong portfolio of UK based customers, the company sees the
local establishment in the UK as the next step in growing the market while also
strengthening current relationships.
The company has since its listing on Euronext Growth in August 2021 actively
pursued an agenda for organic growth and opened for acquisitions of
companies in the same industry.
Questback is a leading provider of SaaS solutions for employee and customer
feedback. The company was founded in 2000 and was listed in August on the
Euronext Growth exchange in Oslo. Find out more about Questback at
Questback.com.
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Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements This communication may contain
certain forward-looking statements relating to the business, financial performance and results
of the Company and/or the industry in which it operates. Forward-looking statements concern

future circumstances and results and other statements that are not historical facts, sometimes
identified by the words "believes", "expects", "predicts", "intends", "projects", "plans",
"estimates", "aims", "foresees", "anticipates", "targets", and similar expressions. Any such
forward-looking statements are solely opinions and forecasts reflecting views as of the date
set out on the cover of these materials, which are subject to risks, uncertainties and other
factors that may cause actual events to differ materially from any anticipated development,
including the risk factors set forth in the Information Document prepared by the Company in
connection with the Listing, available at https://newsweb.oslobors.no/message/540413 under
the heading “Vedlegg”. No liability for such statements, or any obligation to update any such
statements or to conform such statements to actual results, is assumed. Furthermore,
information about past performance given in this communication is given for illustrative
purposes only and should not be relied upon as, and is not, an indication of future
performance.

